Characterizations of those unary algebras whose congruence lattices are semimodular or atomic are obtained. Combining these results gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a unary algebra to have a geometric congruence lattice.
A unary algebra, 3I=(/.; f), is a set A together with a function/from A into A. A congruence relation d of 3t is an equivalence relation on A such that if x=y(d) then f(x)=f(y)(d).
The congruence lattice of 31, denoted 0(31), is the collection of all congruence relations of 31 partially ordered in the usual manner [2, p. 50] . If L is a lattice and a, b e L, then b is said to cover a if a<b and {x\a<x<b}= 0. This relation will be denoted <2<6. L is semimodular if for any a, b and ceL such that c<a and c<b then a<^aNb and è<av/>. Theorem 1 gives a characterization of those unary algebras whose congruence lattices are semimodular. An atom of a lattice with 0 is an element that covers 0. A lattice is atomic if every element is a join of atoms. Theorem 2 gives a characterization of those unary algebras whose congruence lattices are atomic. Let 31={A; f) be a unary algebra. For any xe A and any positive integer « Iet/0(x)=;c andfn(x)=f(fn~1(x)). A component of 31 is a subset of A such that x, y are in the same component if and only if there exist m, ne N such that f"'(x)=fn(y). Index the components of 31 by an index set /so that/. = (J¡e/ A¡. For each component/!,, choose a fixed subset C" called a cycle, as follows: If there exists « £ A' and xeAt such that f"(x)=x, let Ci -{fk(x)\k e N}. Such a cycle is a unique finite subset of A¿. Denote such a finite cycle by {x0, xx, ■ ■ ■ , xm_x}, with f(x¡)=xi+x.
If « is any integer let xn=xi where n = i (mod m), 0<i<m.
If no such x and « exist for Ai let x0 be any fixed element of A¡, C2 = {/"'(*o)|W7 £ A7}-Denote this set by {jc0, xx, x2, ■ ■ •} where f(x¡)=xi+1. If C¡ and C3 are any two cycles, |C¿|=W7¿ and |C3|=«73, then Ci and C3 are said to have relatively prime cardinalities if both «., and w3 are finite and («.,, m¡)= 1 or if «7; is infinite and m-I. A general discussion of unary algebras can be found in [3] and [4] .
If B^A, let d(B) denote the smallest element of 0(21) for which B is contained in one congruence class. 0({x,y}) is usually denoted by 6(x, y). IA and UA will denote {(x, x)\x e A) and Ax A respectively. A congruence class is said to be nontrivial if it has more than one element. An examination of these possibilities shows semimodularity holds. Proof.
Suppose that the cycles of 21 are of relatively prime cardinality and a, ß, and t are in 0(21), r<a and r<ß. Let 2I=2I/t. It follows that the cycles of 21 are also of relatively prime cardinality. Also 0(21) [ t, Ua] in 0(21) by Lemma 1. Let ä and ß be the images of a and ß in 0(31). Thus 5 and ß are atoms of 0(31). So any atom of type (iii) in Lemma 3 will have only one nontrivial congruence class and this will be of cardinality two.
It will be sufficient to show that ß<ßva. and 5</3vä in 0 ( From Lemma 2 and the fact that the product of semimodular lattices is semimodular, semimodularity holds in this case.
â of type (i) and ß of type (ii). Let 5_0(C¿) and ß = 0(x,y) where f(x)=f(y). ß has only one nontrivial congruence class and this will be of cardinality two. By the remarks above concerning disjoint congruence classes it can be assumed that x e C¡ and y $ Cr But then ßvä has as its congruence classes those of 5 with y adjoined to one of them. Clearly then ß<ßvä. and ä</?Vä. ä of type (i) and ß of type (iii). Since the cycles of 31 are of relatively prime cardinalities, 5 and ß must have disjoint nontrivial congruence classes so the desired covering relations hold. The remaining three cases are handled similarly.
Conversely, it will be shown that the interval sublattice [IA, 0(C¿uC3)] is not semimodular if the cardinalities of C¿ and C¡ are not relatively prime. Let |C¿|=ff7i and \Cj\=mj. If «2¿ and m¡ are both finite let/> be any prime that divides both of them. If only mt is finite let p be any prime that divides ntf. If m,-and m¡ are both infinite let p be any prime. Let {x0, xx, x2, ■ ■ •}£ Ci and {>•", yx, y2, ■ ■ •}£ C, where f(xt)=xt+1 and f(yt)=yt+x.
Let t e 0(31) be r=6(x0, y0, x", yp). Since p is a prime r<0(xo,y0, xx,yx). Also For if j¿sm(oc) where yi e C, and u $ UC¿, then yi+x=x0(x) and hence jy¿=.x_i(<x)-But then y^sx^aAOdJC,)) and j,=x_,=tt(a) so x_x = u(ola6(S)) so that u=yi(aLAd(\JCi))y(cnA6(S)). This verifies the claim.
Hence all that remains is to show that the interval [IA, 0(|JCt)] is atomic. Conditions (i) and (iii) imply that [IA, 0(C¡)] is atomic and hence [1A, \JieI 0(C,)] is also atomic. Condition (ii) guarantees that any element oftheform 0(x,^)isanatomforx e Qandj e C,, kj£j. But any element in [IA, 0(IJiS/ C¿)] is the join of elements 6(x,y) where either x, y e C¡ or x e Cj and y e Ck. But these are either atoms or joins of atoms so the proof is complete.
Definition. A geometric lattice is a finite dimensional lattice that is both atomic and semimodular. Theorem 3. A unary algebra 31= (A;f) has a congruence lattice which is a geometric lattice if and only if A is finite and (1) 3Í has exactly one cycle C, \C\ is square free and for all x, y e A\C, f(x)=f(y) e C.
(2) Every cycle of 31 is of cardinality 1, and if C is the union of all these cycles, then for all x, y e A\C,f(x)=f(y) e C. Corollary.
Let L be a geometric lattice. Then L is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of some unary algebra If and only if Z.~2P X S(S) or L^ê(S)xê(T), where p is a finite positive integer and S and T are finite sets.
